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ABSTRACT: Biocatalytic therapy by reactive-oxygen-species-generating enzymes not
only kills cancer cells directly but also stimulates an anticancer immune response and
inverses the immunosuppressive microenvironment of a variety of solid tumors, which is
potentially beneficial to overcoming the limitations of cancer immunotherapy. Herein, we
report the in situ growth of polycation chains from glucose oxidase to generate glucose
oxidase−polycation conjugates, which can be used as a template for the in situ reduction of
ferrous ions into iron nanoparticles to yield glucose oxidase−polycation−iron nano-
conjugates. The nanoconjugates exhibit enhanced cellular uptake and cancer retention as
well as self-activated cascade biocatalysis that consumes glucose and generates highly toxic
hydroxyl radicals, leading to enhanced starvation-like and chemodynamic cancer therapy.
The cancer treatment with the nanoconjugates efficiently triggers the program of
immunogenic cell death for enhanced immune checkpoint blockade therapy. The synergy
of self-activated cascade biocatalysis and immune checkpoint blockade not only eradicates
primary cancers but also inhibits the progression of distant cancers, which leads to the abscopal effect on cancers. Our findings
provide a method for the in situ synthesis of self-activated cascade nano-biocatalysts for cascade biocatalysis-enhanced
immunotherapy of cancer.
KEYWORDS: glucose oxidase, enzyme-polymer conjugate, nanoconjugate, biocatalysis, cancer immunotherapy

■ INTRODUCTION
Cancer immunotherapy has become a new paradigm of cancer
treatment besides surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy.1−5

Nevertheless, poor immunogenicity and the immunosuppres-
sive microenvironment of cancer often lead to the low
response rate of cancer immunotherapy in clinic.6−8 To
address these problems, efforts have been directed to
immunogenic cell death (ICD).9 In ICD, the dying tumor
cells overexpress and release danger-associated molecular
patterns, proinflammatory cytokines, and tumor-associated
antigens, which stimulate antigen-specific immune responses
and augment the activation, proliferation, and tumor
infiltration of T cells.10,11 Reactive oxygen species (ROS)
have extensively been studied to efficiently elicit ICD. To date,
several ROS-generating strategies, including chemotherapy,
phototherapy, radiotherapy, and catalytic therapy, have been
developed to induce ICD for improved cancer immunother-
apy.12−20 These strategies are used typically in combination
with immune checkpoint blockade (ICB) therapy to maximize
the anticancer efficacy.20

ROS-generating enzymes, including glucose oxidase (GOX),
xanthine oxidase, and D-amino acid oxidase, have been
explored for biocatalytic therapy of cancer.21−25 As a prime
example, GOX catalyzes the conversions of glucose into
gluconic acid and oxygen (O2) into hydrogen peroxide

(H2O2). The glucose depletion and H2O2 generation have
been exploited for starvation-like and chemodynamic therapy
of cancer.21,22 Nevertheless, GOX suffers from low stability, a
short circulatory half-life, systemic toxicity, and immunoge-
nicity. To solve these problems of GOX, a number of GOX
formulations have been developed, including GOX-conjugated
microspheres,21 GOX−polymer conjugates22,26 or nanogels,27
GOX-loaded nanomaterials,28−32 and cell membrane-coated
GOX-loaded nanomaterials.33,34 Most recently, GOX-loaded
nanomaterials and cancer cell membrane-coated GOX-loaded
nanomaterials have been demonstrated to induce ICD for
enhanced cancer immunotherapy.35−37 However, these GOX-
based nanomedicines suffer from either the low cytotoxicity of
H2O2 or the poor tumor-targeting and tumor-penetrating
efficiency after systemic administration, leading to the low
induction of ICD and the suboptimal therapeutic efficacy.
Moreover, the so-called enhanced permeability and retention
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effect has recently been demonstrated to scarcely exist,38 which
prevents the clinical translation of the nanomedicines.
In this study, we present the in situ synthesis of GOX−

poly(N,N′-dimethylamino-2-ethyl methacrylate)-iron nano-
conjugates (GOX−PDMA−Fe0) as self-activated cascade
nanobiocatalysts for both cascade biocatalysis therapy and
cascade biocatalysis-enhanced cancer immunotherapy. PDMA
is directly grown from GOX to form GOX−PDMA conjugates,
followed by the in situ formation of GOX−PDMA−Fe0
nanoconjugates (Figure 1a). Because the pKa of PDMA
(around 7.8) is higher than the pH of the tumor micro-
environment (ca. 6.5−6.9), the PDMA block of the nano-

conjugates can be protonated to become positively charged
upon intratumoral injection. Considering the electrostatic
interaction between cancer cells whose membrane surfaces are
negatively charged and the positively charged nanoconjugates,
the nanoconjugates can be adsorbed onto cancer cells and then
endocytosed after intratumoral injection to show enhanced
tumor retention over GOX. Simultaneously, the GOX block of
the nanoconjugates depletes glucose and generates H2O2 for
starvation-like therapy and chemodynamic therapy, respec-
tively (Figure 1b). The in situ formation of gluconic acid
further decreases the local pH of the nanoconjugates, which
can facilitate the ionization of Fe0 nanoparticles into ferrous

Figure 1. Scheme of the in situ synthesis of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 as self-activated cascade nanobiocatalysts for cascade biocatalysis-enhanced cancer
immunotherapy. (a) Synthetic route of GOX−PDMA−Fe0. (b) Proposed mechanism of self-activated cascade biocatalysis of GOX−PDMA−Fe0.
(c) Proposed mechanism of cascade biocatalysis-enhanced cancer immunotherapy by the combination of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 with anti-programed
cell death protein 1 antibody (aPD-1). DCs: dendritic cells; PD-L1: ligand for PD-1; and CRT: calreticulin.
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ions (Fe2+) for the production of highly toxic hydroxyl radicals
(•OH) from H2O2 via the Fenton reaction, resulting in
enhanced chemodynamic therapy and increased ICD in-
duction. We further demonstrate that the combination of the
self-activated cascade nanobiocatalysts and an immune
checkpoint inhibitor leads to the dramatically enhanced
anticancer efficacy (Figure 1c).

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. GOX and ammonium iron(II) sulfate were purchased

from Sigma-Aldrich. N,N′-Dimethylamino-2-ethyl methacrylate
(DMA), methyl thiazolyl tetrazolium (MTT), proteinase K,
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), and 2′,7′-dichlorofluorescein
diacetate (DCFH-DA) were obtained from Aladdin. Sulfo-Cy7-
NHS was purchased from Xi’an Ruixi Biological Technology (China).
S-TEG-Br was synthesized according to our previously reported
work.39 RPMI 1640 medium and fetal bovine serum (FBS) were
purchased from Gibco. Hoechst 33342 and DiD were provided by
Beyotime Biotechnology (China). Anti-mouse CD86-PE, anti-mouse
CD80-APC, anti-mouse CD3-APC, anti-mouse CD8-PE, mouse
interferon gamma (IFN-γ) ELISA Kit, and mouse tumor necrosis
factor alpha (TNF-α) ELISA Kit were purchased from Elabscience
Biotechnology (China). Anti-mouse-GRP78 and rabbit anti-mouse-
CRT were obtained from Abcam. Anti-mouse-PD-1 was purchased
from Bioxcell. Murine mammary carcinoma (4T1) cells were
purchased from the cell bank of Chinese Academy of Medical
Sciences. Female BALB/c mice (6−8 weeks old) used in the
experiments were purchased from the Department of Laboratory
Animal Science, Peking University Health Science Center.
Synthesis of GOX−Br. Representatively, GOX (100 mg, 0.69

μmol) was dissolved into 20 mL PBS (pH 7.4,10 mM). S-TEG-Br
(3.5 mg, 0.72 μmol) was dissolved in 200 μL DMSO and then added
into the GOX solution. After 8 h of incubation at 4 °C, the reaction
product was purified using a desalting column. Different S-TEG-Br to
GOX molar ratios from 1.5:1 to 15:1 were used to prepare the GOX−
Br conjugates with various initiator moiety to GOX ratios. The
average molecular weights of the conjugates were measured by
MALDI-TOF MS (TOF/TOF 5800, Hitachi).
Synthesis of GOX−PDMA. The ATRP catalyst solution of CuCl

(1 mg, 7.43 μmol) and 1,1,4,7,10,10-hexamethyltriethylenetetramine
(HMTETA) (10 μL) in 1 mL of 10 mM PBS in a Schlenk tube was
deoxygenated by sparging with nitrogen for 20 min at 0 °C. A mixture
of GOX−Br (2 mg, 0.013 μmol) and DMA (8, 11, or 15 μL, 56, 79,
or 97 μmol respectively) in 1.5 mL of 10 mM PBS in a Schlenk tube
was deoxygenated by sparging with nitrogen for 20 min at 0 °C. Then,
the CuCl/HMTETA stock solution (500 μL) was transferred into the
GOX−Br/DMA mixture (1.5 mL) under the nitrogen protection.
The Schlenk tube was sealed and kept at 4 °C. After 4 h of reaction
with magnetic stirring, the reaction was stopped by exposing the
polymerization solution to air. GOX−PDMA was purified using an
AKTA purifier with an anion-exchange column (Bio-Rad) and
desalting column (Bio-Rad). GOX, GOX−Br, and purified GOX−
PDMA were analyzed by sodium dodecyl-sulfate polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and gel permeation chromatography
(GPC) systems equipped with a UV−vis detector (Agilent
Technologies) and a size exclusion column (PL aquagel-OH
MIXED-M 8 μm 300 × 7.5 mm).
To determine the chemical structure of PDMA of GOX−PDMA,

GOX−PDMA was desalted by an AKTA purifier with a desalting
column and then lyophilized. 10 mg lyophilized GOX−PDMA was
dissolved in D2O (600 μL) for 1H NMR measurement on a WNMR-1
400 MHz spectrometer.
To determine the molecular weight and dispersity of PDMA of

GOX−PDMA, GOX−PDMA (0.01 nmol) was incubated with
proteinase K (3.4 nmol) in 1 mL PBS at 37 °C for 48 h to digest
GOX of the conjugate. The resulting polymer PDMA was analyzed by
the GPC system equipped with a refractive index detector and a size
exclusion column (Asahipak, GS-520HQ) calibrated with PEG
standards.

Synthesis of GOX−PDMA−Fe0. A mixture of GOX−PDMA (0.1
μmol) and ammonium iron(II) sulfate (12.6 μmol) in 10 mL PBS was
deoxygenated by bubbling with nitrogen for 30 min under stirring.
Then, 2 mL of NaBH4 (29.7 μmol) in cold deionized water was
dropwise added to the mixture solution. After 2 h, the product was
purified by dialysis against deoxygenated PBS at 4 °C (MWCO: 30
kD). The morphology of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 was observed by
biological transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (FEI Tecnai
Spirit). TEM elemental mapping of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 was obtained
on a FEI Talos F200S. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements
were performed on a Microtrac Nanotrac Wave II. ζ potentials of
samples at pH 7.4 were measured with a Malvern Zetasizer Nano
ZS90 at room temperature. CD spectra of the samples at 0.5 mg/mL
in PBS were recorded in the far-UV region (200−250 nm) on a J-
1500 (JASCO) instrument.
Synthesis of Fluorophore-Labeled GOX, GOX−PDMA, and

GOX−PDMA−Fe0. Cy7-labeled GOX, GOX−PDMA, or GOX−
PDMA−Fe0 were prepared by adding Sulfo-Cy7 NHS into a PBS
solution (pH 9.0) of GOX, GOX−PDMA, or GOX−PDMA−Fe at a
Sulfo-Cy7 NHS to GOX molar ratio of 5, followed by incubation at 4
°C. After 12 h, the product was purified by dialysis against PBS at 4
°C (MWCO: 30 kD). Notably, Cy7-GOX−PDMA−Fe0 was prepared
under nitrogen protection, and the product was dialyzed in
deoxygenated PBS at 4 °C. Similarly, FITC-labeled GOX, GOX−
PDMA, and GOX−PDMA−Fe0 were prepared using the same
procedure.
Assay for the Stability of GOX and Its Analogues. To study

the stability of GOX and its analogues, the samples (1 × 10−3 mg/
mL) were incubated with proteinase K (0.6 mg/mL) at 37 °C or
without proteinase K at 60 °C. At different time intervals, the relative
activity of each sample was measured as described in our previously
published work.27

Assay for the pH-Responsive Ferrous Ion Release. Ferrous-
ion release experiment was conducted in the plastic centrifuge tubes
with gentle stirring. Each tube contained 10 mL of PBS (10 mM) with
a distinct pH value (7.4, 6.5 or 5.4) and a sealed dialysis bag (MWCO
3000 Da) with 1 mL of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 (0.08 μmol GOX) in
PBS. 200 μL of the solution was collected from the tube at different
time intervals for the determination of concentration of the released
Fe ions by ICP−MS (Elan DRCII, PerkinElmer).
Assay for the pH and Oxygen Concentration Changes in

Cascade Biocatalysis. GOX−PDMA−Fe0 (2 mg GOX) was added
into 20 mL of PBS solutions with varying glucose concentrations
(100, 50, and 10 mg/mL). The pH values of the GOX−PDMA−Fe0
solutions were monitored using a pH meter (PB-10, Sartorius). In
addition, after GOX−PDMA−Fe0 (2 mg GOX) was added into 20
mL of a PBS solution with 1 mg/mL glucose, the O2 concentration in
the GOX−PDMA−Fe0 solution was detected using a dissolved
oxygen meter (JPBJ-609A, RITZ).
Assay for •OH Generation. In a typical process, 0.3 mL of

GOX−PDMA−Fe0 (100 μg GOX/mL) was added into 3 mL of PBS
solutions of glucose (2 mM) and BA (2 mM) at pH 5.4, 6.5, and 7.4.
The fluorescence spectrum of OHBA was recorded by a microplate
reader (Molecular Devices SpectraMax M3) for 40 min. The
generation of •OH was further detected by electron spin resonance
(ESR) spectroscopy. 0.3 mL of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 (100 μg GOX/
mL) was added into 3 mL of PBS solutions of glucose (2 mM) at pH
5.4, 6.5, and 7.4. After 20 min, 30 μL of 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline-N-
oxide was added to 30 μL of the mixture solution. The resulting
solution was tested by ESR (Bruker EMXPLUS) immediately.
Cell Culture. 4T1 cells used in the experiments were treated with

RPMI 1640 containing 10% FBS and 1% 100 U/mL penicillin/
streptomycin at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2.
Cell Viability. The cell viability of PDMA, GOX, GOX−PDMA,

or GOX−PDMA−Fe0 was measured using a methyl thiazolyl
tetrazolium (MTT) assay. 4T1 cells were cultured in 96-well plates
(5 × 103 cells/well). After 24 h, the cells were divided into five
groups: control, PDMA, GOX, GOX−PDMA, and GOX−PDMA−
Fe0 groups. Samples with serial concentrations (20, 40, 60, 80, and
100 ng GOX/mL) were dissolved in the RPMI 1640 medium without
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glucose and 100 μL of the samples added into 96-well plates. After 3 h
of incubation, the medium in 96-well culture plates was replaced with
the RPMI 1640 medium with FBS and then 10 μL of MTT stock
solution (5 mg/mL) was put into each well. After 4 h incubation at 37
°C, the medium was substituted with DMSO (100 μL/well), and the
absorbance at 570 nm was recorded.
Endocytic Uptake. 4T1 cells (5 × 105 cells/dish) were cultured

in confocal dishes for 24 h. Subsequently, the RPMI 1640 medium
was substituted with a glucose-free medium containing PBS, FITC-
GOX (3 μg GOX/mL), FITC-GOX−PDMA (3 μg GOX/mL), or
FITC-GOX−PDMA−Fe0 (3 μg GOX/mL). After 3 h incubation, the
4T1 cells were incubated with Hoechst 33342 (nucleus dye) and DiD
(membrane dye), followed by PBS washing. Finally, the cells were
imaged by confocal microscopy (LSM900, Carl Zeiss).
4T1 cells were cultured in six-well plates (5 × 105 cells/well) for 24

h, and then the medium was exchanged with a glucose-free medium
containing PBS, FITC-GOX (3 μg GOX/mL), FITC-GOX−PDMA
(3 μg GOX/mL), or FITC-GOX−PDMA−Fe0 (3 μg GOX/mL).
After 3 h of incubation, the cells were digested and tested by flow
cytometry (CytoFLEX S, Beckman).
Intracellular ROS Production. In a typical process, 4T1 cells (5

× 105 cells/dish) were cultured in confocal dishes for 24 h. Then, 4T1
cells were treated with PBS, GOX (3 μg GOX/mL), GOX−PDMA (3
μg GOX/mL), or GOX−PDMA−Fe0 (3 μg GOX/mL) in a glucose-
free medium for 3 h. After being washed with PBS three times, the
4T1 cells were incubated with DCFH-DA (10 μM) in RPMI 1640
medium. After 30 min of incubation, the cells were analyzed by
confocal microscopy and flow cytometry.
Animal Models. Six to eight week-old female BALB/c mice used

in the in vivo experiments (LA2020340) were purchased from the
Department of Laboratory Animal Science, Peking University Health
Science Center. 4T1 tumor models were prepared by subcutaneously
injecting 50 μL stock PBS solution containing 4T1 cells into the back
of mice.
In Vivo and Ex Vivo Fluorescence Imaging. 4T1 tumor (120

mm3)-bearing female mice were intratumorally injected with 20 μL of
Cy7-labeled GOX-based samples in PBS (700 nM). The IVIS
spectrum imaging system was used for fluorescence imaging of the
mice at different time intervals. After 24 h, 4T1 bearing mice were

euthanized, and the tumors and main organs were harvested for ex
vivo fluorescence imaging.
Maximum Tolerated Dose. 4T1 tumor (120 mm3)-bearing

female mice were randomly grouped (n = 3), and each group was
intratumorally injected with of GOX−PDMA−Fe (5, 4, and 3 mg
GOX/kg), GOX−PDMA (4, 3, and 2 mg GOX/kg), or GOX (2.4,
1.6, and 0.8 mg GOX/kg) every 2 days five times. Body weights of the
4T1 tumor-bearing female mice were recorded every 2 days within 12
days. Maximum tolerated dose (MTD) was determined as the
maximum concentration of a GOX-based sample that does not lead to
over 10% weight loss or significant macroscopic damage.
In Vivo Antitumor Efficacy. To evaluate the antitumor efficacy in

vivo, 4T1 cells (1 × 107) were injected subcutaneously into the back
region of BALB/c female mice. While the tumor size reached about
120 mm3, the mice were divided randomly into five groups (n = 6)
and intratumorally injected with different samples: 1, PBS; 2, PDMA
(3.8 mg/kg); 3, GOX (0.8 mg GOX/kg); 4, GOX−PDMA (3 mg
GOX/kg); and 5, GOX−PDMA−Fe (4 mg GOX/kg) every 2 days
five times. The tumor sizes of animals and their body weights were
monitored every 2 days.
Histology. 4T1 tumor (120 mm3)-bearing BALB/c mice were

intratumorally injected with different samples: 1, PBS; 2, PDMA (3.8
mg/kg); 3, GOX (0.8 mg GOX/kg); 4, GOX−PDMA (3 mg GOX/
kg); and 5, GOX−PDMA−Fe (4 mg GOX/kg) every 2 days five
times. On day 12, the mice were euthanized, and then the spleen,
liver, lung, kidney, and heart were harvested for H&E staining.
Immunohistochemistry. 4T1 tumor (70 mm3)-bearing BALB/c

mice were intratumorally injected with different samples: 1, PBS; 2,
PDMA (3.8 mg/kg); 3, GOX (0.8 mg GOX/kg); 4, GOX−PDMA (3
mg GOX/kg); and 5, GOX−PDMA−Fe0 (4 mg GOX/kg). After 8 h,
the mice were euthanized to collect the tumors. The immunohis-
tochemistry tests were conducted using standard laboratory
procedures. For CRT evaluation, the samples were treated with
rabbit anti-mouse-CRT primary antibody (1:200 dilution). For
GRP78 evaluation, the samples were treated with anti-mouse-
GRP78 primary antibody (1:300 dilution).
In Vivo Antitumor Immunity. To construct the bilateral tumor

model, 4T1 cells (1 × 106) were subcutaneously injected into the left
flank of each Balb/c female mouse (primary tumors), and 4T1 cells (5
× 105) were subcutaneously injected into the right flank of each Balb/

Figure 2. Physicochemical characterization of GOX−PDMA. (a) Relative activity of GOX−Br with different molar ratios of initiating moiety to
GOX as compared to GOX (n = 3). (b) GPC traces of GOX, GOX−Br, unpurified GOX−PDMA, and purified GOX−PDMA. (c) Relative activity
of GOX−PDMA with different molecular weights as compared to GOX (n = 3). (d) Relative activity of GOX−PDMA with varying molecular
weights after incubation for 24 and 48 h at 60 °C (n = 3). (e) Relative activity of GOX−PDMAGOX−PDMA with varying molecular weights as a
function of time after incubation with proteinase K at 37 °C (n = 3). (f) ζ potentials of GOX, GOX−Br, and GOX−PDMA at pH 7.4 (n = 3).
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c female mouse (distant tumors). While the primary tumor size
reached around 70 mm3, 4T1 tumor-bearing BALB/c mice were
divided randomly into four groups: (1) PBS; (2) surgery + aPD-1 (5
mg/kg); (3) GOX−PDMA−Fe (4 mg GOX/kg); and (4) GOX−
PDMA−Fe0 (4 mg GOX/kg) + aPD-1 (5 mg/kg). Mice were
intratumorally injected with PBS or GOX−PDMA−Fe0 at 0 and 2
days or surgery at 0 day, and intravenously injected with aPD-1 at 1, 3,
and 5 days. To analyze antitumor immune responses, the mice were
sacrificed at 16 days. The tumors were collected and mashed to obtain
single-cell suspensions. Spleens were also collected and mashed, and
red blood cells were removed via a mouse spleen lymphocyte
separation kit (Solarbio). The obtained cell suspensions were labeled
with PE-anti-mouse CD8 and APC-anti-mouse CD3 to identify the
cytotoxic T lymphocytes. After that, the mixtures were analyzed by
flow cytometry.
To analyze cytokines in sera and dendritic cells in spleens, the mice

were euthanized at 7 days. The sera of the mice were obtained from
orbital sinus blood, and the levels of IFN-γ and TNF-α in sera were
measured by ELISA kits (Elabscience). Spleens were also collected
and mashed, and red blood cells were removed via a mouse spleen
lymphocyte separation kit. The collected cell suspensions were labeled
with PE-anti-mouse CD86 and APC-anti-mouse CD80 to identify
dendritic cell maturation and then analyzed by flow cytometry.

Statistical Analysis. All experimental data are demonstrated as
the mean ± standard deviation (SD). Student t-test standard was used
for data analysis. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001. All
statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 5 software
and Origin 8 software.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis and Physicochemical Characterization of

GOX−PDMA. To synthesize GOX−PDMA, GOX was treated
with an N-hydroxysuccinimide-activated atom-transfer radical
polymerization (ATRP) initiator (S-TEG-Br) to form GOX−
ATRP initiator conjugates (GOX−Br). The average molecular
weight of GOX−Br was determined by matrix-assisted laser
desorption ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry
(MALDI-TOF-MS) (Figure S1). The molar ratio of ATRP
initiator to GOX (Br/GOX) was found positively correlated
with the feeding molar ratio of S-TEG-Br to GOX. The
enzymatic activity of GOX−Br slightly decreased with
increasing Br/GOX ratio (Figure 2a). Here, we chose the
GOX−Br conjugate with a Br/GOX molar ratio of 4.2 for the
following ATRP reactions considering the high activity

Figure 3. Physicochemical characterization of GOX−PDMA−Fe0. (a) Biological TEM image of GOX−PDMA−Fe0. (b) Annular dark-field (ADF)
TEM image (left panel) and elemental mapping image of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 (right panel). (c) DLS analysis. (d) ζ potentials at pH 7.4 (n = 3).
(e) CD spectra. (f) Relative activity of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 and GOX−PDMA as compared to GOX (n = 3). (g) Relative activity of GOX−PDMA
and GOX−PDMA−Fe0 after incubation with proteinase K for 24 h at 37 °C (n = 3). (h) Relative activity of GOX−PDMA and GOX−PDMA−Fe0
after incubation for 30 min at 60 °C (n = 3).
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retention at this ratio. After the ATRP of DMA using the
GOX−Br as the initiator in a water−ice bath for 4 h, the
solution was directly analyzed by GPC (Figure 2b).
Representatively, a new GPC peak for a GOX−PDMA
conjugate appeared at a lower elution time than for GOX−
Br, while the GPC peak area for GOX−Br diminished
significantly, indicating the formation of a GOX−PDMA
conjugate with a higher molecular weight than for GOX−Br.
The ATRP solution was further purified by anion exchange
chromatography to obtain the purified GOX−PDMA con-
jugate, as indicated by the single GPC peak for the conjugate
without the presence of the GPC peak for GOX−Br. The
result was confirmed by SDS-PAGE (Figure S2). The chemical
structure of PDMA of the conjugate was identified by proton
nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) (Figure S3). The
molecular weights of PDMA of the conjugates were adjusted
by tuning the feeding molar ratio of DMA to GOX−Br, which
were measured by GPC to be 6.5 kD (dispersity = 1.38), 8.5
kD (dispersity = 1.41), and 10.3 kD (dispersity = 1.45),
respectively (Figure S4). The enzymatic activity of the
conjugates was found to be as high as 90% of that of GOX
and independent of the molecular weight of the PDMA
(Figure 2c), indicating that the in situ ATRP reactions scarcely
affect the activity of GOX. The thermal and proteolytic
stabilities of the conjugates are positively correlated to the
molecular weight of the PDMA due to the physical shielding of
the PDMA on GOX, as indicated by the slower decrease of
activity for the conjugate with the higher molecular weight
(Figure 2d,e). The ζ potential of GOX−PDMA was positive
due to the protonated state of the PDMA, in contrast to the
negative ζ potentials of GOX−Br and GOX (Figure 2f). On
the basis of these results, we chose the conjugate with a high
molecular weight of 10.3 kD for the in situ synthesis of GOX−
PDMA−Fe0 nanoconjugates.

Synthesis and Physicochemical Characterization of
GOX−PDMA−Fe0. To prepare GOX−PDMA−Fe0 nano-
conjugates, the GOX−PDMA conjugate was complexed with
ammonium ferrous sulfate due to the iron−nitrogen
coordination, followed by the in situ reduction of Fe2+ with
sodium borohydride into Fe0. The morphology of GOX−
PDMA−Fe0 was observed by biological TEM, and elemental
distribution of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 was further analyzed by
TEM. The average size of the nanoconjugates was determined
by biological TEM to be 21 nm in diameter (Figure 3a).
Elemental mapping revealed that Fe0 nanoparticles were evenly
distributed on the nanoconjugates (Figure 3b), indicating the
success in the in situ synthesis of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 using
GOX−PDMA as a template. Electron diffraction indicated the
amorphous state of the Fe0 nanoparticles (Figure S5). The
hydrodynamic radius of the nanoconjugate was measured by
DLS to be 27.7 nm. Specifically, the size was 1.2-, 4.1-, and 4.2-
fold larger than those of GOX−PDMA (23.9 nm), GOX−Br
(6.8 nm), and GOX (6.6 nm), respectively (Figure 3c). The ζ
potential of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 was positive, which was similar
to that of the GOX−PDMA (Figure 3d), indicating the in situ
formation of Fe0 nanoparticles on GOX−PDMA does not
change the overall electric potential of GOX−PDMA
significantly. Circular dichroism (CD) demonstrated that the
secondary structures of GOX−PDMA-Fe0, GOX−PDMA, and
GOX−Br were similar to that of GOX (Figure 3e). The
enzymatic activities of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 and GOX−PDMA
were 84.0 and 90.7% of that of native GOX, respectively
(Figure 3f). The thermal and proteolytic stabilities of GOX−
PDMA−Fe0 were similar to those of GOX−PDMA (Figure
3g,h). These results indicate that the in situ formation of Fe0

nanoparticles on GOX−PDMA hardly damages the structure,
activity, and the stability of GOX.

Figure 4. Self-activated cascade biocatalysis of GOX−PDMA−Fe0. (a) Release of iron ions from GOX−PDMA−Fe0 at different pH values. (b)
The time dependence of pH of the solution of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 at varying concentrations of glucose. (c−e) Evolutions of the fluorescence
spectra for OHBA formed by adding glucose and BA into GOX−PDMA−Fe0 solutions at varying pH values of 7.4, 6.5, and 5.4. (f) ESR spectra of
GOX−PDMA−Fe0 plus glucose at pH 7.4, 6.5, and 5.4.
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Self-Activated Cascade Biocatalysis of GOX−PDMA−
Fe0. The performance of cascade biocatalysis of GOX−
PDMA−Fe0 was evaluated. At first, we studied the release
profiles of Fe ions from GOX−PDMA−Fe0 at various pH
values (Figure 4a). The release rate of Fe ions increased with
the decrease in the pH value, indicating that this release can be
accelerated in acidic environments. Upon the addition of
glucose, the pH values of the solutions of GOX−PDMA−Fe0
dropped with the increase in incubation time and glucose
concentration (Figure 4b). Meanwhile, the O2 concentration
of the GOX−PDMA−Fe0 solution rapidly decreased from 7.86
to 0.77 mg/L in 570 s (Figure S6). These results demonstrate
that GOX−PDMA−Fe0 can convert glucose into gluconic acid
and O2 into H2O2. The potential of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 as a
self-activated cascade nanobiocatalyst for the generation of
•OH was investigated by the benzoic acid (BA) assay in which
BA was oxidized by •OH for the formation of a fluorophore
isomeric hydroxybenzoic acid (OHBA) (Figure 4c−e). The
OHBA fluorescence intensity increased with the increase in
incubation time and the decrease in the starting pH value of
the GOX−PDMA−Fe0 solution, suggesting the generation of
more •OH, due to the increased release of Fe2+ and thereafter,
the acceleration of the Fenton reaction in acidic environments.
The ESR signal intensity increased with the decrease in the
starting pH value of the GOX−PDMA−Fe0 solution (Figure
4f), which further verifies the pH dependence of the •OH
generation. Together, these results demonstrate that the self-

activated cascade biocatalysis of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 leads to
the efficient production of •OH.
In Vitro Biological Effects of GOX−PDMA−Fe0. On the

basis of the physicochemical properties, we studied the
cytotoxicity of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 by using a triple-negative
breast cancer cell line 4T1 (Figure 5a). The half-maximal
inhibitory concentration (IC50) of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 was
determined to be 62.1 ng GOX/mL, which was 1.2- and 1.5-
fold lower than those of GOX−PDMA (77.0 ng GOX/mL)
and GOX (93.0 ng GOX/mL), respectively, indicating that
GOX−PDMA−Fe0 is more cytotoxic than GOX−PDMA and
GOX. In contrast, PDMA was found to be non-toxic to 4T1
cells in the experiments. The endocytosis of GOX−PDMA−
Fe0 was further examined after labeling it with FITC. Confocal
laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) exhibited that the green
fluorescence intensity in the 4T1 cells incubated with the
FITC-labeled GOX−PDMA−Fe0 or GOX−PDMA was much
stronger than that in the 4T1 cells treated with the FITC-
labeled GOX (Figure 5b). This result was supported by flow
cytometry (Figure 5c). The fluorescence intensity of the FITC-
labeled GOX−PDMA−Fe0 or GOX−PDMA-treated 4T1 cells
was 9.2 or 9.4 folds greater than that of the FITC-labeled
GOX, respectively (Figure S7). These data indicate the
similarity of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 to GOX−PDMA and the
superiority of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 over GOX in endocytosis,
due to the electrostatic interaction between GOX−PDMA−
Fe0 or GOX−PDMA and 4T1 cells. Next, we used 2′,7′-
dichlorofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA) as a ROS fluo-

Figure 5. In vitro biological effects of GOX−PDMA−Fe0. (a) 4T1 cell viability after varying treatments for 3 h (n = 4). (b,c) CLSM and flow
cytometry of 4T1 cells after different treatments for 3 h (scale bars = 10 μm). I: PBS, II: FITC-GOX, III: FITC-GOX−PDMA, and IV: FITC-
GOX−PDMA−Fe0. Green, red, and blue represent GOX analogues, cell membrane, and cell nucleus, respectively. (d) CLSM of the ROS
generation in 4T1 cells after different treatments for 3 h (scale bars = 20 μm).
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Figure 6. Tumor retention and biodistribution of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 after intratumoral injection. (a) Fluorescence imaging of 4T1-bearing mice
after a single intratumoral injection of Cy7-GOX, Cy7-GOX−PDMA, or Cy7-GOX−PDMA−Fe0. (b) Relative fluorescence−time curves of the
4T1 tumors treated with Cy7-GOX, Cy7-GOX−PDMA, or Cy7-GOX−PDMA−Fe0, quantified from (a) (n = 3). (c) Ex vivo imaging of tumor and
major organs, including the tumor (Tu), kidney (Ki), liver (Li), lung (Lu), spleen (Sp), and heart (He), at 24 h after a single intratumoral injection
with Cy7-GOX, Cy7-GOX−PDMA, or Cy7-GOX−PDMA−Fe0. (d) Values of fluorescence intensity of the tumor and major organs, quantified
from (c) (n = 3). P values: **P < 0.01, or *P < 0.05.

Figure 7. In vivo biological effects of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 in mice-bearing 4T1 tumors. (a) Tumor growth curves (n = 6). (b) Animal survival
curves (n = 6). (c) Animal body weight change curves (n = 6). (d) H&E staining of tumor tissues (scale bars = 50 μm). (e,f)
Immunohistochemistry of GRP78 and CRT in tumor tissues (scale bars = 20 μm). Blue represents the nucleus and brown or tan represents the
target protein. P values: ****P < 0.0001, **P < 0.01.
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rescent probe to detect the intracellular ROS. The green
fluorescence in the GOX−PDMA−Fe0-treated 4T1 cells was
greater than in the GOX−PDMA-treated or GOX-treated 4T1
cells (Figure 5d), which was verified by flow cytometry, in
which the fluorescence intensity of the GOX−PDMA−Fe0-
treated 4T1 cells was 1.25- and 1.87-fold higher than those of
the GOX−PDMA-treated and GOX-treated 4T1 cells,
respectively (Figure S8). These data indicate that GOX−
PDMA−Fe0 and GOX−PDMA induce more intracellular ROS
than GOX due to the enhanced endocytosis. GOX−PDMA−
Fe0 induced more intracellular ROS than GOX−PDMA due to
the generation of more cytotoxic •OH than H2O2 via the self-
activated cascade biocatalysis in the 4T1 cells. Taken together,
these results show the enhanced cytotoxicity of GOX−

PDMA−Fe0 over GOX−PDMA and GOX, owing to the self-
activated cascade biocatalysis or/and the enhanced endocy-
tosis.
Tumor Retention and Biodistribution of GOX−

PDMA−Fe0. We evaluated the MTD of GOX−PDMA−Fe0
after intratumoral injection in mice bearing 4T1 tumors
(Figure S9). The MTD of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 was determined
to be 4 mg GOX/kg body weight, which was 1.3 and 5.0-fold
greater than those of GOX−PDMA (3 mg GOX/kg body
weight) and GOX (0.8 mg GOX/kg body weight),
respectively. These data indicate that GOX−PDMA−Fe0 and
GOX−PDMA are more tolerable than GOX, which might be
ascribed to the enhanced tumor retention caused by not only
the enlarged size and increased stability of GOX−PDMA−Fe0

Figure 8. Abscopal effect of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 in combination with aPD-1 in cancer immunotherapy. (a) Schematic illustration of combining
GOX−PDMA−Fe0 with aPD-1 to treat 4T1 tumors in mice. (b) Growth inhibition of the primary tumors (n = 6). (c) Average weights of the
primary tumors at 16 days (n = 6). (d) Growth inhibition of the distant tumors (n = 6). (e) Average weights of the distant tumors at 16 days (n =
6). (f) Percentages of mature DCs in splenocytes of the mice treated with PBS, surgery + aPD-1, GOX−PDMA−Fe0, or GOX−PDMA−Fe0 +
aPD-1. (g,h) TNF-α and IFN-γ levels in sera from the 4T1 tumor-bearing mice at 7 days (n = 4). (i,j) Percentage of CTLs in the tumor and spleen
tissues at 16 days (n = 4). P values: ****P < 0.0001, ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, or *P < 0.05.
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or GOX−PDMA over GOX but also the electrostatic
interaction between GOX−PDMA−Fe0 or GOX−PDMA
and tumor cells. To prove the hypothesis, GOX−PDMA−
Fe0 and GOX−PDMA were labeled with Cyanine7 (Cy7) for
the investigation of the tumor retention after intratumoral
injection (Figure 6a). The fluorescence intensity in the tumors
injected with Cy7-GOX−PDMA−Fe0 and Cy7-GOX−PDMA
diminished with the time much more slowly than in the tumors
treated with Cy7-GOX (Figure 6b). Specifically, the
fluorescence intensities in the tumors injected with Cy7-
GOX−PDMA−Fe0 and Cy7-GOX−PDMA were 2.3- and 2.4-
folds greater than in the tumors injected with Cy7-GOX at 24
h, respectively. These data indicate the considerably increased
tumor retention of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 and GOX−PDMA than
GOX. Next, we sacrificed the mice at 24 h and harvested the
tumor and main organs for ex vivo imaging (Figure 6c).
Notably, the fluorescence intensities of the tumors injected
with Cy7-GOX−PDMA−Fe0 and Cy7-GOX−PDMA were
2.2- and 2.1-fold greater than of the tumors injected with Cy7-
GOX, respectively (Figure 6d), whereas the fluorescence
intensities of the livers in the treatment groups of Cy7-GOX−
PDMA−Fe0 and Cy7-GOX−PDMA were 0.59- and 0.57-fold
weaker than in the treatment group of Cy7-GOX, respectively.
These results confirm the enhanced tumor retention of GOX−
PDMA−Fe0 and GOX−PDMA over GOX.
In Vivo Biological Effects of GOX−PDMA−Fe0. We

studied the antitumor efficacy of GOX−PDMA−Fe0, in mice
bearing 4T1 tumors, that was intratumorally injected at the
MTD on days 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8. GOX−PDMA−Fe0 eradicated
the tumors, whereas GOX−PDMA could not show the same
effect but was superior to GOX in suppressing tumor growth
(Figures 7a and S10). As expected, PDMA did not show any
antitumor efficacy. The enhanced antitumor efficacy was
correlated with the increased animal survival rate (Figure
7b). All of the GOX−PDMA−Fe0-treated animals survived
without any visible tumor burden. In contrast, the median
animal survival times of GOX−PDMA, GOX, PDMA, and PBS
were 18, 12, 10, and 10 d, respectively. These results indicate
that GOX−PDMA−Fe0 outperforms GOX−PDMA and GOX
in the treatment of 4T1 tumors. No significant loss of animal
body weight and no obvious damage in hematoxylin−eosin
(H&E) staining of the kidney, liver, lung, spleen, and heart
were observed in all the treatment groups, indicating that all
the treatments did not cause severe side effects (Figures 7c and
S11).
The antitumor activity of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 was verified by

H&E staining of the tumor tissue, in which the most serious
tumor cell destruction was found in the treatment group of
GOX−PDMA−Fe0 (Figure 7d). Here, we hypothesized that
the highly efficient antitumor efficacy of GOX−PDMA−Fe0
would effectively induce the program of ICD. In ICD,
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress performs a crucial role in
immunogen exposure. The upregulation of glucose-regulated
protein 78 kD (GRP78) is a specific indication for a ER stress
response.40,41 In response to ER stress, calreticulin (CRT)
migrates from ER lumen onto the surface of the cell to serve as
an “eat-me” signal.42,43 Indeed, higher levels of GRP78 and
CRT proteins were detected in the treatment group of GOX−
PDMA−Fe0 than in the other groups (Figure 7e,f), indicating
that GOX−PDMA−Fe0 induces a stronger ER stress response
and ICD in vivo than GOX−PDMA, due to the higher
cytotoxicity of •OH generated by GOX−PDMA−Fe0 than that
of H2O2 produced by GOX−PDMA and GOX.

Abscopal Effect of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 in Combination
with aPD-1. aPD-1 is one of the most widely used immune
checkpoint inhibitors, which can effectively inhibit PD-1/PDL-
1 axis to preclude the tumor immune escape.44 Therefore, we
chose aPD-1 to synergize with the nanoconjugate for durable
and effective immunotherapy. To prove our hypothesis,
primary and distant 4T1 tumors were established at the two
franks of mice (Figure 8a). The nanoconjugate was injected at
the MTD into the primary tumors at 0 and 2 days, or the
primary tumors were removed by surgery at 0 day. The
antibody was injected at a dosage of 5 mg/kg body weight at 1,
3, and 5 days. GOX−PDMA−Fe0 + aPD-1 completely ablated
the primary tumors, whereas GOX−PDMA−Fe0 alone or
surgery + aPD-1 did not show such efficacy (Figures 8b and
S12 and S13). At 16 days, the average weights of the primary
tumors in the groups of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 + aPD-1, GOX−
PDMA−Fe0, surgery + aPD-1, and PBS were 0, 0.1, 0.3, and
1.2 g, respectively (Figure 8c). The data indicate that the
combination of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 and aPD-1 generates the
synergistic effect in the treatment of 4T1 tumors. Importantly,
the growth of the distant tumors was more efficiently inhibited
by GOX−PDMA−Fe0 + aPD-1 than the other treatments
(Figure 8d). On day 16, the average weight of the distant
tumors in the group of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 aPD-1 (0.22 g) was
2.1-, 2.4-, and 2.4-fold lower than in the groups of GOX−
PDMA−Fe0 (0.47 g), surgery + aPD-1 (0.52 g), and PBS (0.53
g), respectively (Figure 8e). These results indicate that GOX−
PDMA−Fe0 + aPD-1 can more efficiently induce the abscopal
effect on the tumors than GOX−PDMA−Fe0 alone and
surgery + aPD-1.
We further investigated the antitumor immunity of GOX−

PDMA−Fe0 + aPD-1. Dendritic cells (DCs) play an essential
role in the initiation, regulation, and adaptation of immunity.45

The states of DCs were analyzed after the treatments with PBS,
surgery + aPD-1, GOX−PDMA−Fe0 alone, and GOX−
PDMA−Fe0 + aPD-1. The cells in the spleen were harvested
for flow cytometry analysis (Figures 8f and S14). The
percentages of mature DCs (CD86 and CD80) in the group
of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 + aPD-1 (1.9%) were 1.4-, 1.8-, and 2.5-
fold greater than those in the groups of GOX−PDMA−Fe0
(1.4%), surgery + aPD-1 (1.05%), and PBS (0.75%),
respectively, indicating that GOX−PDMA−Fe0 + aPD-1 is
the most efficient in maturing DCs. The serum levels of
interferon gamma (IFN-γ) and tumor necrosis factor-alpha
(TNF-α) in the GOX−PDMA−Fe0 + aPD-1 group were
found to be the highest (Figure 8g,h), demonstrating the
strongest immune response. Additionally, the distant tumors
and spleens were collected and analyzed by flow cytometry
(Figures 8i,j and S15 and S16). The percentages of cytotoxic T
lymphocytes (CTLs) (CD3 and CD8) from the distant tumors
and spleens were the highest in the group of GOX−PDMA−
Fe0 + aPD-1, indicating the most efficient immune response.
Collectively, these results indicate that GOX−PDMA−Fe0 +
aPD-1 induces the most durable and effective immune
response because of the synergistic combination of ICD
induced by the nanoconjugate and ICB achieved by aPD-1.
We also evaluated the biosafety of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 +

aPD-1 in vivo. No severe side effects were observed in all the
groups, as indicated by the increase in body weight in all the
treatment groups (Figure S17). H&E staining showed that all
the treatments did not exhibit obvious damage to the vital
organs (Figure S18). These results demonstrate that the
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treatment of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 + aPD-1 does not cause
significant side effects in vivo.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The in situ growth of PDMA from GOX efficiently yields
GOX−PDMA conjugates as a template for the in situ
formation of GOX−PDMA−Fe0 nanoconjugates with well-
retained enzymatic activity. The nanoconjugates catalyze the
conversions of glucose into gluconic acid and O2 into H2O2.
The accumulative production of gluconic acid lowers the local
pH value of the nanoconjugates, which can accelerate the
ionization of Fe nanoparticles into Fe2+ for the conversion of
H2O2 into •OH via a Fenton reaction. On the basis of the self-
activated cascade biocatalysis, the nanoconjugates can not only
block energy (glucose) supply for tumor cell growth and
metabolism but also directly kill tumor cells by the generation
of highly cytotoxic •OH. Furthermore, the electrostatic
interaction between the nanoconjugates and tumor cells
facilitates the endocytosis and increases the tumor retention
after intratumoral injection, leading to the dramatically
enhanced MTD and antitumor efficacy. Due to the advantages,
the nanoconjugates efficiently induce ICD in vivo, which
stimulates antigen-specific immune responses and reverses the
immunosuppressive microenvironment for the enhanced ICB
therapy. More importantly, the synergy of the self-activated
cascade biocatalysis and ICB therapies leads to the abscopal
effect on the tumors. In general, this method should be
applicable to other H2O2-generating enzymes, such as xanthine
oxidase, D-amino acid oxidase, lactate oxidase, and oxalate
oxidase, to efficiently generate enzyme-PDMA-Fe0 nano-
conjugates as self-activated cascade nanobiocatalysts for both
cascade biocatalysis therapy and cascade biocatalysis-enhanced
immunotherapy of solid tumors.
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